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T R A C T A T E  

When the great doors of the sky have shot open, and the wind 

blows all night long for months and days, and billions of in-

sects land on street corners and crawl into bottom drawers, 

and the distinctions we have painstakingly drawn gaze up at 

us in anguish, stung by things drilling through them, their 

nervous chimes cutting through alleys like ropes to drag them 

away, and in the brief silence before dawn a !gure approaches 

in happy forgetfulness, examining the draft report, glad to 

have read so thorough an analysis yet suggesting further areas 

to explore when the time comes to push back against the 

speaker stuck in his room having spasms, and the violent 

winter makes an about-face in answer to circuitous forays of 

messengers met in fellowship to divide the land into higher 

and lower, but all of a piece throughout, and awakening to a 

disinterred state, where objectivity manages to betray real feel-

ings before the chimes return to offer the ghost scope to walk 

in, to bend over the !re and know that nothing except what 

isn’t there is staring back, or to join in a kind of standoff over 

the whole length of vibration leaking from its mouth, as a scab 

forms on the rim of the sun—how speechless then: go grab 
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 whatever you have access to, bring more of it than you can use, 

and if no one’s coming just now, you can see what’s going on, 

a tremendous sheen is ready to spread itself over the terrifying 

visions—or stay here and clap quietly while I make some sand-

wiches, so that if the transcendent phase of the soul fades in 

and out, and passing pleasures seem more ominous than be-

fore, in the orality of inner life, there’s still something to snap 

back from, a place to kneel down in while the injured are 

carted off, because our strange pallor and inability to speak 

won’t matter when it comes to stoking the future, or driving 

it to wherever it wants to go, unless the crazy odes start drink-

ing again, thumping the ground with lizard-headed feet, 

laughing at every strange deduction, and smelling their own 

hair all night long as a point of aesthetic pride, pure and sim-

ple, jarred out of their stupidity. 
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T H E  L E A S E  

No one alive knows what my body is feeling right now but 

there’s a way of working it out, and there’s someone who 

knows how to do that, except !rst we need to wait for the right 

conditions, and in the meantime send our strength out into 

the disabling humidity to sweat itself into as many drops as re-

quired for oversight of the metropolis called nowhere. (When 

I say my body I refer to the one I had been renting for many 

years until recently.) In the past everything was divisible by 

two. People would wait behind a wooden fence while a river of 

grass swept by. It was either noon or midnight, and most ob-

jects tended to be either blue or green. The sky was a huge lens 

through which the sun and planets and stars were magni!ed. 

Stone towers would perpetually deteriorate, and streets would 

trail off aimlessly to the south and east, into the sea. My con-

cern back then was the amount of paperwork needed to doc-

ument all this. Each day I would create a small chart where I 

would insert certain private symbols whose meanings I would 

guess at. The sun would tilt on its head, trains would travel 

backwards, and I’d return home to my perch on the hillside. 

Sitting up there, I often saw ships laden with pine cones and 
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red leaves to be applied to skulls of thinkers in the grass, and 

these visions lent elasticity to my temperament, allowing me 

to handle new events by calmly outfoxing them. Complica-

tions followed. Despite my training, these became my imme-

diate feelings: aggravation, annoyance, discomfort, disgrace, a 

sense of oppression, destroyed happiness, inconvenience, in-

dignation, insult, morti!cation, outrage, vexation, wounded 

pride, mental anguish, humiliation &c. Yet as of today my eyes 

have learned to avoid what they look for, and so I follow their 

lead, focusing on an absent center, so to speak, taking that 

center to be the thing that one day will envelop me. Most of 

what remains gazes up at the hazy patch atop the night sky, 

until certain spells leak down like assistants sent to make a task 

more dif!cult, dodging spikes of light. Is this what I came here 

to see, this thing that once lay beneath my feet, its soil ex-

changed for what I’d occupy, instinctively, through a drone of 

disappointment? Imagine that I’m speaking of the pain I’m 

feeling in such a way that you feel it too; and yet I don’t feel 

anything."  I’d love to be part of what you’re part of, to enjoy 

some shady dream as it sighs in your ear. And yet.  

1. See clause VI of the lease.
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      Is what necessary? I take a short trip through time to !nd 

someone whose wings have grown sheer or at least impres-

sively faint. I listen to dead voices argue beyond what I can 

make out, the sentences rolling to no other purpose than to 

coax remote things into view, even though these fail to main-

tain interest, and serve simply to punctuate the long night. Yes, 

amazing. For here on earth seasons grow tired from speech. 

And there’s no recompense without injury. Nobody knows 

where they stand. 
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J A M B L I Q U E  

For the sake of illustration I fall asleep and things change as I 

breathe them in, the walls becoming #oors, the #oors becom-

ing streets, the streets becoming !elds, while various animals, 

startled, cautious, move warily up the hill and into the woods, 

where they revert to a prior state. There are sometimes mo-

ments of calm arising in an imagination without the discipline 

to embrace them. The animals all sense this. They stalk one 

another through the trees in order to demonstrate their most 

characteristic instincts. But these become detached from the 

bodies that house them, which huddle along the circumfer-

ence, or glide back and forth through small gaps in how they 

were made. Sounds fall to echoes, roughing out a zone where 

what one hears matches what one doesn’t hear, and adjusts to 

its shadow.  


